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21 Right   ´We all have a room each. The castle is really big´. 

 

22 Doesn´t say  The text doesn´t say anything about getting lost, only thatit takes ´10  

minutes to walk from one side to the other´. 

 

23 Wrong  ´We only had one fire at first´  this means there are more than one 

now. 

 

24 Doesn´t say The text doesn´t say anything about Gabriel taking a bus to school, it  

only says that it is ´4 kilometers away´. 

 

25 Right  ´The best thing about the castle is that there is a lot of space. I can ride 

my bicycle all day in our large garden´. 

 

26 Wrong   ´I don´t watch our television as much as I did´ - there is a TV, but Gabriel 

rarely watches it. 

 

27 Wrong  ´I hope I can stay here forever´. Does Gabriel want to live in London ? 

No, he would prefer to stay in the castel forever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exam Tips 

1) Always read the text carefully before and after answering the questions. 

2) Underline and number the parts of the text with the answers. This will make it easier to 

check. 
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ACROSS 

3 I can´t read in bed without this.   – LAMP 
5 This is comfortable to sit on.   – SOFA 
6 I have a purple one on the floor.   – CARPET 
7 You can see yourself in this.   – MIRROR 
8 My brother does his homework on one.  – DESK 
9 Red and white makes this.     – PINK. 
 
DOWN 
1 Red and …….. make orange.    – YELLOW 
2 I keep my books on these.    - BOOKSHELVES   
4 I have one of these on the wall.   – POSTER 
6 The ……… at my window are blue and red. – CURTAINS 
 

3   

Grammar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 The bed wasn´t made. 

2 The room wasn´t cleaned. 

3 The clothes weren´t washed. 

4 The cups and plates weren´t washed. 

5 The TV wasn´t turned off. 

6 The wardrobe door wasn´t closed. 

7 The light wasn´t turned off. 

Remember: 

We form the passive voice by using the verb be + past participle 

Examples 

Passive Active 

English is spoken in Australia. People in Australia speak English. 

The Hunger games was written by Suzanne 
Collins. 

Suzanne Collins wrote the Hunger Games. 
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1 My room and my sister´s room were painted purple last year. 

2 The Empire State Building is visited by thousands of people every year. 

3 Her old phone was made in Sweden. 

4 For her birthday, my sister was given a DVD player to go in her room. 

5 Our garden is used for parties in the summer. 

6 Mauro´s Ferrari is kept in the garage. 

7 Our apartment in New York was designed by a friend of my father´s. 

 

 

 


